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From The Desk of Founder Manager

The Present world is facing
disastrous consequences of the ecological
imbalance in different forms. It‟s not only
adversely affecting physical health but also
mental health of the whole mankind and
holistic existence. In this challenging
situation it is a herculean task to maintain
one‟s positive thinking.
I am happy that our numerous institutions hold their existence
against these challenges. The Dental College is established to hold the
staggering mankind.
It gives me immense pleasure to know that Dental College &
Hospital, Azamgarh have planned to publish its Souvenir. Now the
consequent result of their concentric directional thought is in your hand
to scrutinize the achievements.
I wish for happier and prosperous future of the Dental College &
Hospital and its students to flourish to the utmost.

Dr. Bajrang Tripathi
(Founder Manager)
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From The Desk of Chairman

It gives me immense pleasure that our esteemed institution are
contributing to their best to protect the candle of hope against the
wind.
I am extremely pleased to know that Dental College &
Hospital have planned to publish their magazine Tarang 2016. Now
the result of their endeavors, skill, team work and positive thinking
is before you to assess their abilities and needs your blessings.
I wish for the bright future of Dental College & Hospital and
its students to achieve the pinnacle of success.

Dr. K. M. Tripathi
Chairman
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From The Desk of Principal

It gives me immense pleasure to see that a Souvenir is
being released. It is my feeling that studies in professional
college as ours, should not bear monotony but the campus life
should have breaks in between studded with fun, frolics and
celebration. The Founder Manager of the Dental College &
Hospital Azamgarh and its allied institution, Prof. Bajrang
Tripathi, has done marvelous services to uplift the education
and improve Medical & Dental health in this part of the
country. His services must be recognized by all of us and we
along with the students should follow his dictations and add
milestone in the process. It is our proud privilege to dedicate
this Souvenir to his imagination and cause of the society.
I wish you success for such endeavor.

Dr. Aijaz Ahmad
Principal
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From The Desk of Vice Chancellor
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From The Desk of Registrar

( Mk0 nso jkt)
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From The Member of D.C.I.
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From The Editor’s Desk
Patience, will power, determination, courage
and confidence are the sterling qualities of the
mind which are indispensable in the struggle of
life. Lives of great people are nothing but
success stories , where it has been proved that
sooner or later the man, who wins, is the man
who thinks he can. Thus came into existence the
ALL
INDIA
CHILDREN
CARE
&
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY,
the brain child of Shri Bajrang Tripathi, who has
made unbelievable contribution in the field of
education and community services. His unparalled leadership qualities and humanitarian
work has created a niche for himself.
“Destiny is not a matter of chance, but is a matter of choice. It is not a thing to
be waited for, but a thing to be achieved”. As we all know, a magazine mirrors an
institute, its aim and objectives, it highlights events, activities and academic
powers and achievements. With this souvenir – TARANG-2016, we have tried to
capture this journey and glimpses of the achievements by our esteemed institutionDental College & Hospital Azamgarh.
My journey with this souvenir starts around few month back and it was filled
with mixed emotions. Nevertheless, continuous help from the patrons, editorial
advisory board members and peers brought it an almost as near to it. „Persistence
paid‟. The one and only aim of our team was to finish our humongous task we had
on our hand and create souvenir that was meant for every member of the Dental
College & Hospital Azamgarh Family.
I am extremely honoured to put this compilation together as an editor and I
greatly owe it to the constant support, encouragement and guidance filled by the
Management, Senior Staffs, colleagues and students of Dental College &
Hospital Azamgarh.

Dr. Parth Sarthi Dixit
M.D.S. Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery,
Dental College & Hospital Azamgarh
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OUR DISTRICT AZAMGARH

Azamgarh, one of the easternmost districts of Uttar Pradesh, once formed a part
of the ancient Kosala kingdom, except its north-eastern part. Azamgarh is also
known as land of the sage Durvasa whose ashram was located in Phulpur tehsil,
near the confluence of Tamsa and Majhuee rivers, 6 kilometres (3.7 mi) north of
the Phulpur tehsil headquarters.
The district is named after its headquarters town, Azamgarh, which was
founded in 1665 by Azam, son of Vikramajit. Vikramajit was a descendant of
Gautam Rajputs of Mehnagar in pargana Nizamabad, who like some of his
predecessors had embraced the faith of Islam. He had a Muslim wife who bore him
two sons Azam and Azmat. While Azam gave his name to the town of Azamgarh,
and the fort, Azmat constructed the fort and settled the bazar of Azmatgarh in
pargana Sagri. After the attack of Chabile Ram, Azmat Khan fled northwards
followed by the interior forces. He attempted to cross the Ghaghra into Gorakhpur,
but the people on the other side opposed his landing, and he was either shot in mid
stream or was drowned in attempting to escape by swimming.
In 1688 A.D. during Azamt's lifetime, his eldest son Ekram took part in the
management of the state, and after Azam's death he was perhaps left in possession
together with Mohhabat, another son. The remaining two sons were taken away
and for a time detained as hostages for their brothers' 'good behaviour'.
The successor of Ikram finally confirmed the title of his family to the Jamidari.
Ikram left no heirs and was succeeded by Iradat, son of Mohhabat. But the real
ruler all along had been Mohhabat, and after Ikram's death, he continued to rule in
his son's name.
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OUR SOCEITY :ALL INDIA CHILDREN CARE &
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT SOCEITY
This society was established and registered in Feb. 1977 with a
herculean aim to lay the foundation of a concrete English Medium School in
the city ensuring that education can reach every stratum of this remote and
neglected area. The effort of this school called CHILDREN COLLEGE
AZAMGARH was greatly applauded & resulted in a rapid culmination of
the college to reach up to ISC Level, which was recognized by the Council
For The Indian School Certificate Examinations, New Delhi up to +2 level. It
was declared as “Renowned Institution” by the Government of Uttar Pradesh.
This was followed by the establishment of Children Senior Secondary School
affiliated to Central Board of Secondary Education, New Delhi and Children
Higher Secondary School affiliated to Uttar Pradesh Madhyamik Siksha
Parishad, Allahabad, in order to cater the need & convenience of the District.
Since then, this society is always on the run to provide enlightenment in
different spheres of education as well Dental College, Pharmacy College,
Nursing College, College of Paramedical Sciences, Degree College (B.Sc.
& B.Ed.), Study Center of National Institute Of Open Schooling, New
Delhi, Study Center Of Indira Gandhi National Open University, New
Delhi, were established for the benefit of the people of Eastern U.P. Other
projects that are on our pipeline are Medical College, Engineering College,
Cancer Hospital, Research Center etc.
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ACHIVEMENTS OF AICCEDS
CHILDREN SCHOOL C.I.S.C.E. NEW DELHI

CHILDREN SCHOOL C.B.S.E. BOARD

CHILDREN SCHOOL AZAMGATH U.P. BOARD

PHARMACY COLLEGE (D. Pharma, B. Pharma, M. Pharma)

MAHAMRITUNJAY HOSPITAL (350 Bedded Hospital)

PARA-MEDICAL COLLEGE ( Optometry, DPT, OT Technician)

D.D. DEGREE COLLEGE (B. Sc., B.Ed.)

COLLEGE OF NURSING (B.Sc. Nursing, G.N.M., A.N.M.)

DENTAL COLLEGE & HOSPITAL AZAMGARH (B.D.S., M.D.S.,
Dental Tech., Dental Hygienist)
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DENTAL COLLEGE & HOSPITAL
AZAMGARH
Azamgarh Dental College & Hospital is functioning under the aegis of
AICCEDS, Azamgarh. It is affiliated to Veer Bahadur Singh Purvanchal
University, Jaunpur. (U.P.). It is recognized by the Dental Council of India, and
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Government of India, New Delhi.
We provide quality Dental Education to students and facilitate Dental Care
for the urban and rural masses at a nominal price. Set amidst lush green
environment, the college has ultra-modern facilities, supported by 24 hour power
and water supply.
GOAL:- To prepare the student in such a way that he/she is able to
comprehend structure of human body so that he/she is proficient enough for
Dental practice.
OBJECTIVES:1. To comprehend the comprehensive structure of human body, especially
head and neck.
2. To correlate the structures with the function of each organ.
3. To identify the interrelationship of structures with respect to function.
4. To be acquainted with the importance of anatomical structures and their
application in Dentistry.
5. To be able to understand positions of various organs radiographically.
6. To be able to identify each structure to encounter it properly during
Dental practice.
7. To understand the normal microscopic anatomy, so that any abnormality
could be depicted in clinical practice.
8. To understand the tissue- organization in the body.
VISION
To become a premier educational and research institute recognized
globally for its excellence in academics and to create and sustain
professional research and knowledge based services to academics and
community.
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Oral Medicine is a speciality that deals with the diagnosis and medical management of
the complex medical disorders involving the oral mucosa as well as orofacial pain and
temporomandibular joint disorders. The success of any treatment depends on a proper and correct
diagnosis. A successful diagnostician has to have qualities like knowledge, interest, intuition,
curiosity, and patience.
This speciality of dentistry is concerned with the oral healthcare of medically compromised
patients and with the diagnosis and non-surgical management of medically related disorders or
conditions affecting the oral and maxillofacial region.
Oral and dental care is important in all phases of the diagnosis and treatment of the patient
with head and neck cancer. Early recognition and diagnosis are important for early treatment,
improving survival and for limiting the complications of therapy.
In present day the number of elderly people is on the rise . This is a rapidly growing
population who have chronic medical conditions, take multiple medications and require routine,
safe and appropriate oral and general healthcare, which may be challenging for the dental
physician. We the oral medicine specialists require careful assessment of each elderly person to
help in the formulation of a strategy for their care, maintenance of comfort, self-respect and,
effective and sympathetic dental care for them.
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Forensic Odontology is a newer approach which utilizes the scientific dental
knowledge for the furtherance of justice. This includes correct collection of
dental evidence, proper documentation, awareness of legal procedures, the
presentation of evidence in court of law and finally giving the accurate scientific
interpretation of this evidence so that it may either confirm or deny the charges
that are brought about on the accused. The dental tissues, the teeth ,jaws and
parts of upper facial skeleton are all relatively indestructible parts of anatomy.
Dental evaluation can throw a very critical light on age , sex and other details
about individual.
The faculty of oral medicine has evolved remarkably as a speciality not only
catering to the patient‟s diagnosis but also their psychological and emotional
concerns (biopsychosociospiritual model of illness)
Orofacial diagnosis involves a holistic approach including nutritional,
psychological and lifestyle disorders.
They are involved in continuing research in the fields of epidemiology,
pathogenesis, etiology, prevention, diagnosis and management of diseases of oral
and maxillofacial region under the able guidance of trained faculty , utilizing the
best of the facilities available in the department
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Oral and maxillofacial surgery is a recognized specialty which deals with the
correction of a wide spectrum of diseases, injuries, and defects in the head, face, jaws and
hard and soft tissues of the mouth. It is that specialty of dentistry that is recognized as a
medical specialty.
We as an oral & maxillofacial surgeon are treating the entire cranio-maxillofacial
complex, anatomical area of mouth jaws, face, skull, as well as associated structures.
The Department of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery has all the qualities which gives
us perfection in diagnosing & treating surgeries of oral & maxillofacial region.
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Conservative dentistry & Endodontics is one of the nine specialties of Dentistry.
It is the art & science of the diagnosis, treatment, prognosis of those defects of teeth that do not
require full coverage restorations for correction. Such treatment should result in the restoration of
proper tooth for, function, & aesthetics while maintaining the physiologic integrity of teeth in
harmonious relationship with the adjacent hard and soft tissues all of which should enhance the
general health & welfare of the patient.
Endodontics is the branch of dentistry concerned with morphology, physiology & pathology of
dental pulp& peri-radicular tissue. Its study & practice encompass the basic & clinical sciences
including biology of the normal pulp, the aetiology , diagnosis, prevention & treatment of diseases
and injuries of the pulp and associated peri-radicular conditions. We are equipped with a surgical
room for minor surgical procedures & non – surgical special endodontic cases under a surgical
operating microscope.
“The world is not a problem, the problem is unawareness.” Numerous efforts are made to ensure
awareness of dental health for Patients in and around Azamgarh. Free dental treatment with a
specialty thrust, in the department endeavours encouraged the inflow of patients O.P.D. and
eradicated the prevalent notion that natural teeth cannot be saved. Regularly 100 patients are in the
department per day.
“The achievements of the organization are the results of the combined efforts of the
individual.” The department at present has come a long way from its stage of infancy with
comprehensive preventive interceptive and therapeutic dental health care is provided to all the
patients coming to our department.
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Prosthodontics, also known as Dental Prosthetics or Prosthetic Dentistry, is one of nine
dental specialties recognized by the Dental Council of India.
• Specializes in the esthetic (cosmetic) restoration and replacement of teeth by fixed or
removable prosthesis or with dental implants.
• Restores optimum appearance and function to the smile.
The treatment planning and restoration of implants, temporomandibular joint disorder, and
rehabilitation of occlusion with prostheses all fall under the field of prosthodontics.
Head and neck anatomy, biomedical sciences, biomaterial sciences, function of occlusion
(bite), TMD (Temporomandibular joint disorder), and treatment planning and experience treating
full-mouth reconstruction cases, and esthetics.
Prosthodontic treatments are designed to produce a balance between functionality,
longevity and esthetics. In addition to the fore mentioned treatment plans commonly employed in
prosthodontics, the prosthodontist is also adept at providing treatments for jaw problems caused
by temporomandibular joint disorder (TMD), snoring disorders, sleep apnea problems, and some
degree of reconstruction following treatments/surgery for oral cancer. Prosthodontists work
closely with periodontists, endodontists, oral surgeons and orthodontists to elicit the finest.
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The Department of Oral pathology & Microbiology, represents the dental specialty that
identifies and manages diseases affecting the head and neck regions and investigates the causes
and effects of these diseases. The Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology provides
diagnostic consultation and conducts research and educational programs related to diseases of
the oral and maxillofacial pathology. Undergraduate teaching programme includes subjects
like Oral Anatomy & Oral Histology in first year of BDS curriculum, Oral pathology teaching
takes place in the second & third years.
Research in the Department lies within the Oral Health and Diseases cluster of clinical
dentistry, and is focused on microbiological and immunological aspects of oral disease.
Ongoing research includes molecular biology, oral immunology, microbiological, biochemical
and other clinical activities.
The department intends to cover many more mile stones with the help of the strong
dedicated team of young, dynamic & supportive faculty members.
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The department has separate working clinics for Postgraduate and Undergraduate
students. A central sterilization room looks after the overall sterilization and disinfection of
instruments, materials, working area and laundry. Weekly seminars, journal club
presentations and tutorials for students are conducted.
Department has the latest audio-visual facilities and free access to the high speed
internet. Postgraduates have a separate room for themselves where they have their individual
lockers to keep their records and personal belonging. At the undergraduate level we impart
training in a group as well as in an individual manner so as to prepare a student to diagnose
and treat the diseases of the supporting structures of the teeth on a daily practice basis and
make appropriate referrals for advanced care. The postgraduate programmme in
Periodontics aims at producing a candidate competent in teaching, clinical work & research
activities.
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It will not be an extrapolation to say that “Orthodontists change lives”. We are the first
speciality in dentistry. Our speciality deals with the correction of irregularly placed jaws and
teeth which enhances not only the appearance of the individual but improves self-esteem.
• Our Vision
• To achieve synergism of knowledge & technology
• To be globally responsive & socially conscience institute
Commitment to groom highly skilled, innovative professionals by meticulous hands-on
training, critical expert guidance and quality research work
• Our Mission
• Towards Society
• To develop broad based health movement- a better health care in the state
• Provide greater & easier access to health facilities
• Improve health status of the poor
• Towards Students
To provide BDS students with a fundamental knowledge of orthodontic problems &
treatment options and provide a broad scientific foundation with a thirst of knowledge
Department boasts of an excellent OPD. Thanks to the treatment done by our staff and
the camps organized by the department of community dentistry.
All types of cases from simple to the most challenging are done in the department,
imparting valuable knowledge and experience.
Lingual orthodontics has opened new vistas in the field of esthetic dentistry and is also
taught to the post graduate department students which makes the department unique.
Orthodontics treatment using temporary anchorage devices is also taught to the students.
Orthognathic surgery cases are treated as interdisciplinary approach and compromised
cases are also handled with great care. The department has a fully functional laboratory
equipped with trimmers, lathes & advanced gadgets like BIOSTAR etc. which facilitates the
state of art treatment to patients.
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Children are one third of our population and all of our future.” Pedodontics is rightly
defined as branch of dentistry concerned with comprehensive dental care and treatment for
children.
“A constant struggle, a ceaseless battle to bring success from any surroundings, situations
and circumstances, is the price of all achievements”. The department progress what we have
achieved is not by banking type of education which look for interest without any principles in
life. The department also keeps abreast with the latest materials, state of the art equipment and
current technology. The spirit of the department embodies a touch of perfection
Free dental treatment with a speciality thrust, in the department, free pedodontic camps,
free school health Programmes. This helped to instil dental health knowledge not only among
children but also among teachers and parents. These endeavours encouraged the inflow of
patients and eradicated the prevalent notion that baby teeth do not deserve any treatment as
they are lost anyway.
Our department has established a congenial atmosphere with the help of knowledge
based dentistry is one of the finest in the country and strives to be a par with its contemporaries
in India and abroad. It has gone from strength gaining an acclaimation well deserved. It is
undoubtedly a model establishment that can serve as an Ideal for upcoming institutions.
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Public Health
Dentistry
The Department of Public Health Dentistry is dedicated in training undergraduate and
postgraduate students in public health dentistry and to work within interdisciplinary teams to
conduct investigations on the risk factors for oral disease, their relation to systemic disease, and on
the use of oral epidemiological methods to study health outcomes of dental services and oral
health policy. It also includes instruction in preventive dentistry, the relationship of oral diseases to
health and quality of life, dental epidemiology, dental care policy and oral health program
planning.
Objectives
• To educate populations through public awareness, dental programme and community services
and provide accessible quality dental care
• To encourage the development and maintenance of community dentistry programmes,
• To improve access to dental care for under privileged populations, and the quality of care for
all populations,
• To stimulate research in Dental Public Health with emphasis on disease surveillance, health
services research, programme evaluation, and causes of diseases.
Facilities Available
It also operates two peripheral centres in the vicinity of Azamgarh where comprehensive
oral care is rendered to the needy with referral system for more specialized care. A total of thirty
fully equipped dental units are used by the department for the above said purpose Mobile dental
unit with two-dental chairs, equipment and emergency materials. Also have audio-visual
equipment to educate and motivate populations.
Activities
• Regular camps are organized in and around the vicinity of Azamgarh.
• Oral health screening programmes and preventive treatment is provided.
• Sponsored projects are also accomplished
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Public Health Department Conducting Various Camps
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Dr. Abhishek Sinha & Dr. Saifullah Educating the
students to maintain good oral hygiene.
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A Good Doctor: a Forgotten Myth or a Vanishing Reality
Every Tom Dick & Harry having a straight line of capability and knowledge can become a
doctor but becoming a good doctor is totally a different ball game. We as students have a total
misconception of a good doctor. We think that a good doctor is the one who treats the most
patients and gets the most diagnosis right. In other words we look at numbers which is true in
case of the other professionals like lawyers, writers, architects & scientists.
By saying who won the most trials, wrote the most novels, built the best construction or
did a ground breaking research. A good doctor should firstly be a good human being and he
should not forget that it's a noble and selfless profession regardless of race, religion & gender.
If we ask the patient about a good doctor he would reply that someone who would listen to
the patient, who would take interest in him as a person and not as a set of symptoms, talk to him
as a person & not question to look for his answers. In other words make the patient feel an
empowered patient rather than a mere number, by understanding his pain by putting himself into
the patient's shoes. Good doctors must be able to put their tools in good use with their ears they
must hear all the patient tells, with their eyes they must see all that the patient shows, with their
hands they must feel all that is hidden from eyes. When all this information is assimilated they
must use their mouths to tell the patient their thoughts & body language to re assure, all time
remembering their duties to their patients.
Every doctor takes the 'Hippocrates' oath at the end of the course. But how many inculcate
those duties in their practice in reality? In short to be a good doctor you need to have two
pivotal qualities, firstly being a good human & secondly a good doctor always believes in
his/her 'chart' that is their biggest quality letter C; confidence. Be confident in your decision but
confidence can easily be over shadowed with over confidence which is kept intact by H;
Humility, letter A; Awareness. Be up-to-date with recent advances & flexible in adopting
especially since real evidence based practice is fluid ever changing & continuously revisable.
Specific knowledge & the heaviest word in English language comes from letter R
'responsibility'; Be responsible for your action & letter 'T' has the most beautiful word in English
literature 'Tenacity' - Be determined and persistent in your decisions & goals in eye especially to
help the suffering humanity. Money, fame & wordily are by-products for your service to
mankind, so never make them your priority. May Lord almighty give us the strength to become
good doctors.

SAFINA GUL
B.D.S. IV YEAR
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Cyber Relationship
Life is all about relationships. Family, friends,
colleagues, neighbors the list is endless.
Everyday you come across a set of people and
bond a relationship with them. From a simple
nod to a smile to hours of conversation, the
depth of your connection may vary, but the string
that ties you to the other people remains same.
The need to have someone to share with and be a
part of their experiences. Our whole life revolves
around these few things.
Enter the net and its totally a different 'ballgame'.
It's a tool for reaching out to like minded people
across the world and bonding with them. Its
about wiring up people with common likes,
interests and attitudes into a global communion
with the online chats and instant messengers. It
has indeed become the favored interactive
medium for cyber junkies.
One thing that really annoys me is the way
people ridicule and frown upon online chat
sessions. They look upon it as a thing of
contempt and scorn people who swear by virtual
relationships. Hey, what is wrong in making new
friends? Don't we walk across a room full of
people and introduce ourselves and start a
conversation? Aren't those people strangers for
us at that moment of time? Besides, how real are
real relationships? Agreed that there is a lot of
deception in the online world but the same is the
case in the real world. Its upon us, to come out as
clean and create an environment of trust in the
virtual world .Once you pick out the chaff from
the wheat of networks, channels and nicknames,
your virtual friends ingratiate themselves into
becoming your extended family.
In all, cyber turf offers unending possibilities for
making new friends and keeping in touch with
old ones. It is entirely in our hands to make it a
place of devil or archangel.

Life We Get What We Pay For
Life is like a cafeteria here. We can get anything we
want as long as we are willing to pay the price. We can even
get success, but we'll never get it if we wait for someone to
bring it to us. Success is defined differently by different
people. Most people think of success as making it big in
power and money. While the way most of us look at success
as being happy and contended in our lives. The secret of
success is in two word - „right decision' and we make right
decisions by two words-„wrong decision'.
The few factors for which we need to pay in life are
listed below:
The first is to „believe' in oneself. We should believe in
thinking and the values we are going to live our life by.
The second is to „dream'. Success is surely right
behind your dreams.
The third is to „dare'. Dare to make your dreams
become a reality, based on your belief and values.
Last but most important is „attitude'.
We can't change the inevitable. The only thing we can
do is lead life with our positive attitude. I firmly believe life
is 1% what happens and 99% how we react to it. God has
gifted 'life' to us and made us the masters of it. So aim for
the top and say ‘I can, I will'. We ourselves are instrumental
in building up our lives. Regardless of the hindrances in life
we must tackle it with our heart, soul and mind for‘life is
not a bed of roses'.
So, friends dream your dreams. Follow your heart.
Focus on your principles of life. Always remember the
saying „your life is like a mirror that reflects back what
you have put in the world. Make sure you are sending
out what you want back‟.

Pooja Mishra
B.D.S. IVYear

Abbass Tohkar
B.D.S. IV Year
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A Happy Recipe to Success
Ingredients:4 cups of persistent hard
work
2 cups of confidence and
hope
2
table
spoons
of
concentration
1 spoon of neatness and 1
cup of prayer
Procedure:Add concentration to hard
work and mix it properly with
confidence & hope neatness for a
better taste, At the end sprinkle
prayers well before serving. If
you follow this recipe you are
sure to achieve success in life.

Incredible India
We live in a nation where a pizza reaches faster than
an ambulance or police…
We live in a nation where you get a car loan at 5%
interest but an educational loan at12%interest…
We live in a nation where rice is Rs 40 per kg but a
sim card is free…
We live in a nation where a millionaire can buy a
cricket team for thousands of crores of rupees
instead of donating a part of the money to charity…
We live in a nation where everybody wants to be
famous but nobody wants to follow the path to be
famous…
We live in a nation where people are more
concerned for IPL rather than the population living
below poverty line (BPL)…
We live in a nation where the politicians are more
netas interested in cricket politics rather than
controlling the rising prices of the basic food
grains…
We live in a nation where a union minister can
remain absconding when declared guilty by the
court…
We live in a nation where loads of money is spent to
provide security to a terrorist when hundreds of
people are killed every year in terror acts…
We live in a nation where people love to break rules
and then get away by paying a petty bribe…
We live in a nation where people prefer tainted netas
to represent them over educated ones…
We live in a nation where people standing at a tea
stall reading an article on child labour say “Yaar,
bachho se kaam karwane waalo ko goli maar deni
chahiye... " and then they say “Oye chhotu… 2
chai laa... "
We live inINDIA…
Incredible India…

Anjum Akhtar
B.D.S. IV Year
Vivek Kumar
Intern
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A Doctor I Will Be…

Ever since I was a child, quite young,
I was treated by a Doctor with sweet pills & an even sweeter tongue.
Fascinated, I was by the aura and personality of that Doctor, what a lovely man!Except for my dear
parents, He was the only one who said, “I will help you all I can.”
Since then I had decided, A Doctor I will be...
School was fun and for Science I always had a keen interest,
Academics were my forte and I scored well in every test.
Said the Teacher to my mother, “your daughter has a future very bright...
Tedious higher education she shall grace, with the target she has in sight.”
To myself I smiled and said, A Doctor I can be...
Crucial is the choice to be made for a career,
H.S.C., C.E.T., P.C.B. plenty are the barriers, Vast were the options, but my intentions were clear,
Life, mankind & humanity, to me, were very dear. Once again I decided firmly, A Doctor I want to be...
In a prestigious Dental College, I managed to secure admission,
From then on, like a soldier, started my tough rigorous mission.
Books heavier than small babies & more than the number of bones in the body,
Exams, Vivas, tests every month, gruelling work hours, with so much to memorize & study.
For the first time I felt, A Doctor could I be?
Expenses were high, fees, books, instruments and everything costs a lot,
But just about my dream, my ambition I gave a thought.
Then about the taxing days and skipped meals I did not bother,
To put in my best and withstand the bloody mess, my courage and energy, somehow I did gather.
Said I to myself, reassuringly, A Doctor I shall be…
Kidney rackets, molestation, over charging, negligence and many such accusations flew,
The Noble profession was maligned and noble were left only a few.
At the peak of youth, my friends in other fields were earning in lakhs,
And I, a negative contributor to the family income, was burdened with a heavy heart and back.
Sadly, but surely, a doubt crept in my mind, A Doctor should I be?
But then I think about a child's sweet innocent smile & an old man's satisfied face.
Ah! The sheer pleasure of treating a disease and the origin of a problem finally trace.
Defiant as a warrior you stand, with your arsenal equipped.
Cure for you is the only Victory, your intentions in purity should be dipped.
Being a Doctor is all about spiritual satisfaction, not materialistic gains.
Sure, it is a tough life, but who said there is success without pains.
Thus, I swore A Doctor I will be...!!!

Dr. Abhishek Sinha M.D.S.
Sr. Lecturer
Dept. Of Periodontology
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Republic Day Flag Hoisting
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Dignitaries Visit to Our College

Honorable Rakesh Tiwari Justice
Allahabad High Court
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Hon‟ble Shree Ram Naik, Chancellor Honourable Governor,
U.P.
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Hon‟ble Governor inaugurating new building of Dental College

Dignitaries lighting the lamp
35

Dignitaries from left to right- Mr. B.K. Singh,Founder Thakur Group Of
Institution, Shree Rakesh Tiwari,Justice, Allahabad Court, Hon‟ble Governor
Shree Ram Naik, Vice Chancellor Prof. Peeush Ranjan Agrawal; Mr Kripa
Shankar Singh,Ex-Home Minister, Maharashtra.

Welcome speech by Dr.BajrangTripathi.Founder Chairman Prof. Aijaz
Ahmad Principal, Mr. B. K. Pandey Registrar V.B.S.P.U.
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Students Secured Gold Medal During The Convocation
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Cultural Events
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Release of Journal Of Dental College Azamgarh

(L-R) Dr. K.M. Tripathi, Chairman; Prof. Dr. D. Arunagiri,
Director Editorial; Prof. Peeush Ranjan, V.C.; Mr. V.K.
Pandey, Registrar; Prof. Dr. Azaiz Ahmad, Principal; Prof.
Dr. Aruna Das, Chief Editor; Dr. Rohit Rai, Associate Editor
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College Day Celebration

Prof. Dr. D.Arunagiri welcoming the Founder
Chairman Dr. Bajrang Tripathi

Prof. Dr. Aruna Das Welcoming The Principal C.I.S.C.E.
Board Miss Rita Rathor
42

Prof. Dr. Col. Anil AhujaWelcoming The Chairman Dental
College Azamgarh Dr. Krishsn Mohan Tripathi

Prof. Dr. Deepak ChopraWelcoming The Principal U.P.
Board Mr. S.P. Shukla
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Dignitaries Lightening the Lamp

(L-R) Chairman Dr. Krishsn Mohan Tripathi, Principal U.P.
Board Mr. S.P. Shukla, Founder Chairman Dr. Bajrang
Tripathi, Principal C.I.S.C.E. Board Miss Rita Rathor
44

Welcome Speech - By Prof. Dr. Aruna Das

Topper of the College

Cricket Winning Team 2015
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Cultural Programme

Ganesh Vandana & Invocation Dance
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Speech by Founder Chairman
Dr. Bajrang Tripathi

Speech by Principal U.P.
Board Mr. S.P. Shukla

Speech by Principal C.I.S.C.E.
Board Miss Rita Rathor

Vote of thanks by Chairman,
Dental College Dr. Krishan
Mohan Tripathi
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U.P. STATE INTER-UNIVERSITY YOUTH
FESTIVAL 2016, GORAKHPUR

Priyam Mishra receiving prize for Solo-Instrumental

Kamini Mishra receiving prize for Solo-Classical Song
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